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RNA-Seq is a cost-efficient high-coverage powerful technology for transcrip-
tome analysis. We propose a novel algorithm for transcriptome quantification
from RNA-seq data (SimReg) which uses regression to find transcript frequen-
cies for which the simulated read counts match the observed read counts.

SimReg first aligns the reads to existing transcript library and then counts
the equivalent reads, i.e., reads aligned to the same set of transcripts. The bipar-
tite graph with vertices corresponding to transcripts and read classes is split into
connected components which can be treated independently. For each component
we simulate high coverage reads and estimate DR,T = {dr,t}, where dr,t is the
portion of reads from transcript t ∈ T belonging to read class r ∈ R.

Initial transcript frequencies are estimated by minimizing the squared devi-
ation between observed read class frequency OR = {or} and expected read class
frequency ER = DR,T ×FT , where FT = {ft} are the portions of reads emitted
by transcripts. The squared deviation is minimized by the following quadratic

program:
∑

r∈R
(∑

t∈T dr,tft − or
)2 → min |

∑
t∈T ft = 1 and ft ≥ 0.

Next SimReg repeatedly updates the frequency estimates by (1) simulating
reads according to current estimates FT , (2) finding deviation between simulated
and observed reads, ∆R = SR − OR, (3) obtaining corrected read frequencies
CR = OR −∆R/2, and (4) updating estimated transcript frequencies FT based
on corrected read class frequencies CR.

We tested SimReg on several test cases using simulated human RNA-Seq
data. Experiments on synthetic RNA-seq datasets show that the proposed method
improves transcriptome quantification accuracy compared to previous meth-
ods. The results show better correlation compared with currently best method
RSEM [1].
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